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Interface roughness effects in the giant magnetoresistance in magnetic
multilayers
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In-plane electronic transport in thin layered magnetic structures composed of two ferromagnetic
films separated by a nonmagnetic spacer is analyzed theoretically in the Born approximation.
Particular attention is paid to the role of interface roughness in the giant magnetoresistance~GMR!
effect. The analysis applies to self-affine interfaces described by thek-correlation model. Our results
show that GMR is sensitive to the roughness exponentH (0<H<1) in a manner that depends on
spin asymmetries for bulk and interfacial scattering. The limit of low electron concentration is also
considered. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!05519-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When the magnetizations of neighboring magnetic fil
in an artificially layered metallic magnetic/nonmagne
structure rotate from antiparallel to parallel alignment, el
trical resistivity usually drops by a remarkable factor. Th
effect is known as the normal giant magnetoresista
~GMR! or spin-valve effect.1,2 In certain cases, the effect ca
be inversed; the resistance can increase when the magn
tions rotate from the antiparallel to parallel configuration.3

The GMR effect results from two factors:~i! spin depen-
dence of the electronic band structure of a defect-free
tem, and~ii ! spin dependence of scattering potential. In t
diffuse limit, the resistivity is determined by scattering pr
cesses on impurities and other scattering defects inside
films ~bulk scattering!, as well as by electron scattering o
interfacial roughness. In 3d ferromagnetic films, those s
tering processes are usually spin dependent and the
asymmetry for bulk scattering can be generally differe
from the spin asymmetry for scattering on rough interfac
In some cases, the asymmetries for bulk and interfacial s
tering can be opposite. By changing parameters which c
trol the ratio of bulk and interfacial contributions to GM
~e.g., by varying film thicknesses, roughness amplitude,
purity concentrations, etc!, one can observe either enhanc
ment or suppression of the GMR effect.4 When the
multilayer is asymmetrical in the sense that either bulk
interfacial spin asymmetries in neighboring magnetic fil
are opposite, one can then induce a transition from the
mal to inverse effect~or vice versa!.5

Much experimental work has been done6–10to clarify the
role of interface roughness in GMR, but the results are
ficult for interpretation and it is still not clear which scatte
ing processes, bulk or interface, give the dominant contri
tion to the observed effect. Apparently, both contributio
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are important, but their relative role depends on such fac
like quality of interfaces, amount of bulk scattering cente
composition of multilayers, electronic band structure etc.

In various theoretical models, the interfacial roughne
was taken into account on different levels. Within the earl
quasiclassical approaches, it was included by some effec
phenomenological transmission and reflection coe
cients.11,12Those coefficients were constant, i.e., independ
of the angle of incidence. The model was subsequently
proved by Hoodet al.13 by including the angle-of-incidence
dependence of the transmission and reflection coefficient
weak point of the quasiclassical description is the fact t
interfacial and bulk scattering processes are considered
different levels. Quantum mechanical descriptions, on
other hand, are free of this deficiency.14–18

In a recent article, Zhang and Levy19 showed that de-
tailed microscopic structure of interfaces between ferrom
netic and nonmagnetic layers is crucial for the interfac
contribution to GMR. However, some aspects of the inter
cial scattering were still not explored. For example, in m
theoretical analyses of the interfacial scattering, the auth
considered only the case of uncorrelated interface roughn
The effect of in-plane correlation lengthj on GMR was ex-
amined up to now only for the exponential model of t
roughness correlation function.4 In many cases, however, th
interfaces can have various fractality degrees, which are
scribed by the roughness exponentH (0<H<1). The main
objective of this article is just theoretical analysis of the ro
of interface roughness fractality in the GMR effect. Th
analysis is restricted to those surfaces which can be
scribed by thek-correlation model.20

In Sec. II, we describe briefly the model used for the
retical analysis and present appropriate formula for el
tronic conductivity. Self-affine interfaces are described
Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we consider the case where only a sin
electron miniband is occupied. Numerical results in a gene

s,
7/82(8)/3950/7/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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case and final conclusions are presented respectively in S
V and VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The model, we assume, is an extension of the mo
described in Ref. 4 by including self-affine fractal propert
of interfaces. Accordingly, we consider two ferromagne
layers of thicknessesd1 and d2 , which are separated by
nonmagnetic film of thicknessd0 . The two interfaces~in-
dexed in the following withb, b51,2! are located atz5zb

1hb(r), where z15d1 , z25d11d0 , and r is the two-
dimensional in-plane position vector. The functionshb(r)
describe fluctuations from perfectly flat interfaces and
assumed random single-valued functions of the position v
tor r. Generally, both interfaces are described by differ
correlation functionsCb(r)5^hb(r)hb(0)&, rms roughness
amplitudesDb5^hb

2&1/2 ~with ^hb&50 by definition! and in-
plane correlation lengthsjb . For simplicity, the outer sur-
faces~at z50 andz5d11d01d2[L, with L the total thick-
ness of the structure! are assumed perfectly flat.

Following Refs. 4 and 21, the zero-temperature glo
in-plane conductivityg for a colinear~parallel or antiparal-
lel! configuration is given in the Born approximation by th
formula

g5
e2\3

2m2L (
s

(
m51

Ns

(
m851

Ns

Qms
2 Qm8s

2
@Cs

21~EF!#mm8 , ~1!

where m and m8 index electronic two-dimensional mini
bands, andNs is the number of occupied minibands for sp
s. Apart from this,Qms is the in-plane Fermi wavevecto
corresponding to the minibandm and spins, while the ma-
trix elements@Cs(EF)#mm8 are calculated at the Fermi en
ergy EF and are given by the expression

@Cs~EF!#mm85dmm8Qms
2 (

n51

Ns

Pmn
s 2QmsQm8sTmm8

s , ~2!

wherePmn
s andTmn

s are defined as

Pmn
s 52p (

a50

2

navas
2 Kas

mn

1 (
b51

2

@~Vbs
~1!!21~Vbs

~2!!2#Lbs
mn~Fbs

~1!!mn ~3!

and

Tmn
s 5 (

b51

2

@~Vbs
~1!!21~Vbs

~2!!2#Lbs
mn~Fbs

~2!!mn . ~4!

Here, the matricesFbs
(1) andFbs

(2) are defined as

~Fbs
~1!!mn5E

0

2p

^uhb~Qmn
s !u2&du ~5!

and

~Fbs
~2!!mn5E

0

2p

^uhb~Qmn
s !u2&cosudu, ~6!
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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where ^uh(q)u2& is the Fourier transform of the correlatio
function ~see Sec. III!, and Qmm8

s
5(Qms

2 1Qm8s
2

22QmsQm8s cosu)1/2. The parametersLbs
mn and Kas

mn intro-
duced in Eq.~3! are defined as

Lbs
mn5@cms~zb!cns~zb!1 1

4Db
2cms8 ~zb!cns8 ~zb!#2 ~7!

and

Kas
mn5E

da

dzcms
2 ~z!cns

2 ~z!, ~8!

where cms(z) are the wavefunctions corresponding to t
miniband edges~discrete energy levels! andcms8 (z) are their
first derivatives. Apart from this,na in Eq. ~3! is the impurity
concentration in theath layer andvas is the impurity scat-
tering potential which is spin dependent for the magne
films ~a51 and 2! and independent of the electron spin f
the nonmagnetic spacer (a50). Finally,Vbs

(1) is the spin de-
pendent potential step at thebth interface, andVbs

(2) is an
effective potential which takes into account additional int
facial scattering caused bys2d hybridization.4

The bulk electron concentrations in constituting mate
als are determined by the corresponding bulk chemical
tentials mas5m2Uas , wherem is the common chemica
potential andUas is the crystalline electron potential~spin
dependent in the magnetic films andU0s5U050 in the
nonmagnetic spacer!. Consequently, the potential stepsVbs

(1)

are equal toUbs2U0 . The Fermi energyEF in the layered
structure is adjusted to keep the system electrically neut

In the following, we will use the notation according t
which the electron spin projection on the local quantizat
axis ~direction opposite to the local magnetization! is de-
noted as ‘‘1’’ for spin-majority electrons and ‘‘2’’ for spin-
minority electrons, while spin projection on the global qua
tization axis by ‘‘↑’’ and ‘‘ ↓.’’

As we already mentioned above, the formula~1! was
derived in the Born approximation, which imposes som
constrains on the applicability range of the derived resu
First of all, the roughness amplitude has to be small; sign
cantly smaller than the film thicknesses. Consequently,
dependence of GMR on the roughness amplitude is
scribed properly in this approximation only for small valu
of the roughness amplitudes. For larger amplitudes, this
proximation gives a monotonous increase of GMR,4 whereas
a nonperturbative quasiclassical description gives a m
mum of GMR at a certain roughness amplitude.22

III. SELF-AFFINE FRACTAL INTERFACES

The correlation functionC(r ) for any physical self-
affine interface is characterized by a finite correlation len
j, which is a measure of average distance between cons
tive peaks and valleys on the interface such thatC(r )'D2

2Dr 2H for r !j and C(r )50 for r @j ~D;D2/j2H is a
constant!.20,23–25The roughness exponentH (0<H<1) de-
scribes the interface irregularity. Small values ofH charac-
terize interfaces which are relatively jugged at short len
scales (r !j) but smoother at larger length scales, wh
3951J. Barnaś and G. Palasantzas
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large values of H correspond to interfaces which a
smoother at short length scales but more irregular at la
length scales.20,23,25

For self-affine fractal interfaces, the Fourier transfo
^uh(q)u2& of C(r ) has the scaling behavior̂ uh(q)u2&
;q2222H if qj@1, and ^uh(q)u2&;const if qj!1. This
scaling behavior in the Fourier space is satisfied by
k-correlation model,20

^uh~q!u2&5
2pD2j2

~11aq2j2!11H . ~9!

The normalization condition *0,q,qc
^uh(q)u2&d2q

5(2pD)2 yields the following equation for the parametera:
a5(1/2H)@12(11aqc

2j2)2H# for 0,H<1 and a
5(1/2)ln(11aqc

2j2) for H50. Hereqc is the upper cut-off in
the Fourier space,qc5p/a0 , where a0 is the interatomic
spacing~in the following numerical calculations we assum
a053 Å!. Our description of the influence of interfac
roughness on electronic transport is restricted to those in
faces which obey Eq.~9!.

IV. SINGLE OCCUPIED MINIBAND

Equation~1! can be used for numerical calculations
the electronic conductivityg. However, it is rather difficult
to obtain from it an analytical expression in a general ca
This is due to the following reasons:~i! The discrete energy
levels ~miniband edges! and the corresponding wavefun
tions~consequently also the parametersKas

mn andLbs
mn! can be

found generally only from numerical calculations.4 Exact
analytical expressions can be obtained only for the case
uniform electron potential across the structure with infin
external confining potential~simple quantum well!. ~ii ! The
integrals in Eqs.~5! and ~6! cannot be generally calculate
analytically except two special cases ofH50 andH51, as
described in the Appendix A.~iii ! When the number of oc
cupied minibands is large~metallic films or thick semicon-
ductor ones!, the inverse matrix in Eq.~1! can be calculated
only numerically.

In this section, we consider a simple case, where on
single miniband is occupied by electrons. Such a situa
may occur in magnetic semiconductor trilayers. In that ca
Eq. ~1! leads to the following expression for the electron
conductivity:

g5
e2\3

2m2L (
s~5↑,↓ !

Qs
2

Fs
imp1Fs

int , ~10!

whereQs[Q1s , and

Fs
imp52p (

a50

2

navas
2 Kas ~11!

and
3952 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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b51

2

@~Vbs
~1!!21~Vbs

~2!!2#LbsFbs . ~12!

For bravity of notation, the indicesm51 andn51 at Kas
mn

andLbs
mn have been omitted,Kas[Kas

11 ~for a50, 1, and 2!
andLbs[Lbs

11 ~for b51 and 2!. Apart from this,Fbs in Eq.
~12! is defined as

Fbs5~Fbs
~1!!112~Fbs

~2!!11

5E
0

2p

^uhb~Q̃s!u2&~12cosu!du, ~13!

whereQ̃s[Q11s5QsA2(12cosu).
When the electronic potential is uniform~and conse-

quently independent of the spin direction!, all the quantities
Qs , Q̃s , Kas , Lbs , andFbs are independent of the spi
direction. Droping the spin index, one can rewrite Eq.~10! as

g5
e2\3

2m2L
Q2 (

s~5↑,↓ !

1

Fs
imp1Fs

int , ~14!

with

Fs
imp52p (

a50

2

navas
2 Ka ~15!

and

Fs
int5 (

b51

2

~Vbs
~2!!2LbFb . ~16!

In Eq. ~16!, we took into account the fact that now the p
tential stepsVbs

(1) vanish. The functionsKa andLa are given
by simple analytical formula, which can be easily found
taking into account Eqs.~7! and~8! and the explicit form of
the wavefunction corresponding to the lowest miniban
Their explicit forms are given in Appendix B.

From Eq. ~14! follows that the magnetoresistance, d
fined as the ratioDr/rp5(rAP2rP)/rP , whererAP andrP

are the resistivities, respectively, in the antiparallel and p
allel configurations, is given by the formula

Dr

rP
5

~FsAP
imp 1FsAP

int !~F2sAP
imp 1F2sAP

int !

~FsP
imp1FsP

int !~F2sP
imp 1F2sP

int !
21, ~17!

whereFsP
imp andFsAP

imp ~FsP
int andFsAP

int ! are given by Eq.~15!
@Eq. ~16!#, respectively, for the parallel and antiparallel co
figurations of the film magnetizations. In the following, w
will consider the limiting cases of dominant bulk and inte
face scattering.

~A! Bulk scattering dominates, so the interfacial scatt
ing can be neglected. Equation~17! leads then to the follow-
ing formula for the magnetoresistance
J. Barnaś and G. Palasantzas
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rP
5

K1K2~r112r12!~r212r22!

~K1r111K0r01K2r21!~K1r121K0r01K2r22!
,

~18!

wherer16 and r26 are the corresponding bulk resistivitie
for majority ~1! and minority~2! electrons in both magneti
films, andr0 is the resistivity~per spin! of the nonmagnetic
spacer.K1 , K0 , andK2 take into account quantum size e
fects and the effects due to different film thicknesses. Th
analytical forms are given in Appendix B.
lat

s
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When the structure is symmetrical~K15K2[K,
r165r26[r6!, Eq. ~18! reduces to the following one

Dr

rP
5

~12a!2

4~11hd/2!~a1hd/2!
, ~19!

wherea5r2 /r1 , h5K0 /K andd5r0 /r1 .
~B! Interfacial scattering dominates and the bulk scatt

ing is ignored. Equation~17! gives then
be

Eq.
Dr

rP
5

L1L2F1F2@~V11
~2! !22~V12

~2! !2#@~V21
~2! !22~V22

~2! !2#

@L1F1~V11
~2! !21L2F2~V21

~2! !2#@L1F1~V12
~2! !21L2F2~V22

~2! !2#
. ~20!

For arbitrary roughness exponents, the functionsF1 and F2 can be calculated only numerically. Analytical forms can
obtained in the case ofH50 andH51, as shown in Appendix A.

Generally, both interfaces are described by different values of the rms roughness amplitudesDb and correlation lengths
jb . The corresponding roughness exponentsHb can also be different,H1ÞH2 . In that case, magnetoresistance is given by
~20!. When, however,j15j2[j andH15H2[H, then Eq.~20! reduces to to the following one

Dr

rP
5

L1L2D1D2@~V11
~2! !22~V12

~2! !2#@~V21
~2! !22~V22

~2! !2#

@L1D1~V11
~2! !21L2D2~V21

~2! !2#@L1D1~V12
~2! !21L2D2~V22

~2! !2#
, ~21!
ula

-

es

nt
rs
and the magnetoresistance neither depends on the corre
lengthj nor the roughness exponentH.

Numerical results in the case whenH1ÞH2 are shown
in Fig. 1, where GMR is plotted as a function ofH1 for a
constant value ofH2 (H250.5) and forj15j2[j. Different
curves correspond to different values ofj and for allj GMR
increases with increasingH. However, forH15H2 , all the

FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance (Dr/rP) plotted as a function of the roughnes
exponentH1 for the constant value ofH250.5 and forj15j2[j, with j as
indicated. The other parameters assumed here are:d15d0515 Å, d2520
Å, V11

(2)5V21
(2)50.5 eV, V12

(2)5V22
(2)51 eV, andD15D252 Å. The areal

electron concentration was assumed to be equal to 431024 Å22.
ioncurves cross at the same point, in agreement with the form
~21!.

Figure 2 corresponds to the case whereH15H2[H,
while j1Þj2 . GMR is plotted there as a function ofH and
different curves correspond to different values ofj1 , while
j2 is constant. Forj1520 Å (j15j2), the magnetoresis
tance is independent ofH, in agreement with Eq.~21!.

For a symmetrical structure with conferral interfac
(L15L2 , F15F2 and V16

(2)5V26
(2)[V6

(2)), Eq. ~20! reduces
to the following simple relation:

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance (Dr/rP) as a function of the roughness expone
H(H15H2[H) for j2520 Å and forj1 as indicated. The other paramete
are the same as in Fig. 1.
3953J. Barnaś and G. Palasantzas
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Dr

rP
5

~12g!2

4g
, ~22!

whereg5(V2
(2)/V1

(2))2. As follows from the above formula
the magnetoresistance is then independent of the rough
and is determined only by the spin asymmetry of the scat
ing potential. Equations~19! and ~22! are equivalent to the
corresponding formulas given by Levy.26

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR METALLIC
TRILAYERS

Consider now a metallic sandwich~largeNs! with spin
dependent potentialsUas and vas in the ferromagnetic
films. In the following, electron scattering on impurities w
be described quantitatively by the corresponding elect
mean free paths, i.e.,la6 for spin-majority ~1! and spin-
minority ~2! electrons in the ferromagnetic films~a51 and
2!, andl0 in the spacer layer. Apart from this, we assum
that both interfaces~b51 and 2! scatter electrons only via
the componentVbs

(1) , while Vbs
(2)50 for both values ofs.

Assume first, the case when both bulk and interfac
spin asymmetries are of the same kind. This means that
scattering potentials scatter more effectively the same so
electrons~either majority or minority!. Figures 3 and 4 show
respectively, the resistivities in both configurations and
corresponding magnetoresistance as a function of the ro
ness exponentH ~assumed the same for both interfaces!. For
both parallel and antiparallel configurations, the resistivit
decrease with increasingH. This is a consequence of the fa
that small values ofH correspond to more irregular inte
faces at short length scales, which leads to stronger sca
ing. The corresponding magnetoresistance~Fig. 4! also de-
creases with increasingH.

Consider now the situation when the bulk and interfac
spin asymmetries are opposite, i.e., if e.g., spin-majo

FIG. 3. Resistivity as a function of the roughness exponentH(H5H1

5H2) in the parallel and antiparallel configurations, calculated ford15d2

520 Å, d0 5 15 Å, m53 eV, U115U2150.5 eV, U125U2251 eV,
V16

(2)5V26
(2)50, l115l215600 Å, l125l225200 Å, l05500 Å, D1

5D252 Å, andj15j255 Å.
3954 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 82, No. 8, 15 October 1997
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electrons are scattered more effectively by impurities, th
are subject to a weaker interfacial scattering potential t
the minority electrons. Figures 5 and 6 show, respective
the resistivities and magnetoresistance. As before, the re
tivities decrease with increasingH. The magnetoresistance
however, first decreases with increasingH and then, after
reaching a minimum, increases with a further increase ofH.
This behavior results from an interplay of both bulk a
interfacial contributions to the GMR effect.

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance (Dr/rP) corresponding to the situation shown i
Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Resistivity as a funciton ofH(H5H15H2) for parallel and anti-
parallel alignment, calculated for the same parameters as in Fig. 2, ex
electron mean free pathsl16 andl26, which now have opposite spin asym
metry; l115l215200 Å andl125l225600 Å.
J. Barnaś and G. Palasantzas
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VI. SUMMARY

We have analyzed the role of interfacial roughness in
GMR effect. The resistivities and MR were calculated a
function of the following parameters:~i! rms roughness am
plitude, in-plane roughness correlation length, and roughn
exponent. Particular attention was paid to the interface f
tality effects in GMR. When the spin asymmetry for bu
scattering processes is of the same kind as for interface
tering, then both contributions add constructively to GM
In that case, GMR varies monotonously with increas
roughness exponentH. When, however, the spin asymm
tries for bulk and interfacial scattering are opposite, mag
toresistance varies in a more complex way with increas
H, having generally an extremum at some value of
roughness exponent.

In the calculations described above, the effect of rou
ness exponentH on GMR was considered in the who
range, 0<H<1. Although one might expect contribution
from dimensions of the order of a few lattice spacings, wh
might imply that large values ofH (H;1) are unphysical,
recent studies on Au/NiCo/Au multilayers indicate possi
roughness exponent also in the range of 0.7<H<1.27
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APPENDIX A

For H50 andH51, the integrals in Eqs.~5! and~6! can
be calculated analytically. Let us suppress the interface in
b and define the following parameters

FIG. 6. Magnetoresistance (Dr/rP) corresponding to the situation shown
Fig. 5.
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52aQmsQm8sj2~Gmm8
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where the parametera is a function of the roughness expo
nent ~see Sec. III!.

For H50, Eqs.~5! and~6! lead to the following expres-
sions

~Fs
~1!!mm85~2pDj!2~11Gmm8

s
!21@12~Bmm8

s
!2#21/2

~25!

and

~Fs
~2!!mm85

~2pDj!2

Bmm8
s ~12~11Gmm8

s
!21

3@12~Bmm8
s

!2#21/2!. ~26!

For H51 ~logarithmic roughness!, one finds

~Fs
~1!!mm85~2pDj!2

Bmm8
s

~11Gmm8
s

!2 ~@12~Bmm8
s

!2#21/2

1Bmm8
s

@12~Bmm8
s

!2#23/2! ~27!

and

~Fs
~2!!mm85~2pDj!2

Bmm8
s

~11Gmm8
s

!2 @12~Bmm8
s

!2#23/2.

~28!

For a single occupied miniband, the above expressi
lead to

Fs[~Fs
~1!!112~Fs

~2!!11

5~2pDj!2S 1

11Gs
A11Bs

12Bs
2

1

Bs
D ~29!

for H50, and

Fs[~Fs
~1!!112~Fs

~2!!11

5~2pDj!2
1

~11Gs!2

Bs
2

~11Bs!A12Bs
2

~30!

for H51. HereGs andBs are defined as

Gs5112aj2Qs
2, ~31!

Bs52aQs
2/Gs , ~32!

with the corresponding value of the parametera.

APPENDIX B

Taking into account the explicit form of the wavefun
tion corresponding to the lowest miniband in a simple qu
tum well and the definitions~7! and ~8!, one finds

Ka5
1

~2L !2 S sin~4kda!

2k
24

sin~2kda!

k
16daD ~33!

for a51 anda52, and

K05
3

2L
2K12K2 . ~34!
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Similarly, one finds

Lb5S 2

L D 2

@sin2~kdb!1 1
4Db

2k2 cos2~kdb!#2 ~35!

for b51 and 2. The wavenumberk in all the above expres
sions is equalk5p/L.
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